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The Etruscan Vine Necklace is a necklace that is a fun beginner/intermediate project that 
combines both bead stringing and bead weaving (netting) techniques.    The pattern was 
influenced by pottery patterns from the Tuscany region of Italy around 300 B.C. thru 500 A.D. 
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In the Etruscan Vine Necklace, I combine some bead stringing with some bead-woven netting 
techniques. The beads used include Czech glass angel wings and fire polish beads, Austrian 
crystal bicone beads (Series 5301), gold filled beads, and Japanese Miyuki glass seed beads and 
delica beads, including some 24KT delica beads. The piece is strung on FireLine. The necklace is 
meant to be worn as a choker, and has an adjustable hook and eye clasp, allowing the length to 
vary between 15" and 17 1/2". 

http://www.warrenfeldjewelry.com/
mailto:warren@warrenfeldjewelry.com


In this project, we learn to 
- create a design-plan for a bead strung/bead woven necklace 

 - prepare a strung row of beads so that we can bead-weave off of it 
- measure a drop-down necklace so that it sits correctly around the neck and upon the   
chest 
- attach a choker clasp assembly 
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This necklace takes about 12 hours to complete.



 
PLANNING YOUR PROJECT 
 
Bead stringing involves sliding beads on a stringing material, adding pendant drops as a design 
element, and finishing off the piece by attaching a clasp assembly. 
 
Netting (bead weaving) is one of the oldest forms of beadwork.    It is done with needle and 
thread.   It involves adding three or more beads, one or more of which are joined to the previous 
row, and creates an open space. 
 
This Etruscan Vine Necklace consists of a cascading series of pendant drops moving outward 
from a simple choker strand and captured within a broad netted grid. 
 
The trick for combining bead stringing and bead weaving techniques is to create “jumping off 
points” from the bead strung piece, off of which to beadweave. 
 
 
 
 
 
A.  Conceptualizing the piece 
 
Look back at the image of our sample piece above.   
 
Ask yourself these questions: 
What length around the neck do I want the necklace to be? 
What width coming down from the neck and across the chest do I want the necklace to be? What 
width do I want each row of cascading captured-bead-drops to be? 
How long do I want, (that is, how many rows of), each “captured-bead-drop” to be?  How many 
bead-drops do I want to add within my necklace? 
Do I want to graduate the width of each dropped row, or keep them all of equal width? 
What types and materials of beads do I want to use? 
What size beads do I want to use? 
What kinds of thread do I want to use – such as Nymo, C-Lon or FireLine? 
What will the clasp assembly look like, and where and how will I attach the clasp? 
Does the pendant drop, because of the length, require any special strategies for articulation and 
jointedness to allow freer movement? 
Do I want to use the same beads for each drop, or do I want to create a pattern? 
Do I want to use the same beads along the length of my necklace, or do I want to create a 
pattern? 
What colors do I want to use?  Metal colors?   Glass bead colors? 
What is the Context/Setting the necklace might be worn in? 
How easily will the necklace, once the project is finished, conform to and feel comfortable around 
the neck and upon the chest? 
 
 
 
 

In this project, I wanted to create a bead strung piece, with some feel of dimensionality, 
something elegant, and something that combined bead stringing with bead weaving 
techniques.    
 
I was inspired by two ancient Etruscan pieces, one, the design motif on a piece of 
pottery, and two, the general bead-drop design of a very famous Etruscan necklace on 
display at the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York City. 
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To combine bead stringing and bead weaving techniques, you need to create “jumping 
off” points in the bead strung piece from which to begin your bead weaving.   
 
The beads on a bead-strung piece move around freely, whereas, the beads in a bead 
woven piece are locked into a tight arrangement.   When you begin to marry the two, at 
the point they are joined, the bead woven part will begin to turn around and around on the 
main bead-stringing spine.   This creates a feel of a vine. 
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I wanted to make the necklace adjustable, because, without this option, the 3 rows of 
captured-pendant-drops would not lay comfortably and attractively on most body types.   
There definitely needs some adjustability, and this is best accomplished on the bead-
strung strand encircling the neck.   The basic bead-strand is 15”, and the choker clasp 
adds the possibility of up to 2 ½ more inches. 
 
The bead-strand is meant to be worn close to the neck as a choker. 
 
I had originally intended the 3 captured-bead-drop-rows to wrap around the chest, 
shoulders, and a little on the back.    However, after working with the design awhile, I felt 
this became too cumbersome and weighty.   The piece would keep its shape on a 
mannequin, but not on a moving person. 
 
So I decided to graduate the captured bead-drop rows. 
- 11 bead-drops in Row 1 
- 7 bead-drops in Row 2 
- 3 bead-drops in Row 3 
- 1 final center bead-drop 

 

 
 
 
 
I also decided to begin the beadwoven captured bead-drop rows about 3 ½” in from 
either side of the bead strand.   Again, comfort, attractiveness, and movement were key 
considerations here.   This made the first captured bead drop row (with 11 bead-drops) 
approximately 8 1/2". 
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Each bead-drop, and thus bead-drop row, is approximately 3/4".   Thus, the necklace 
hangs down (bead-strand to bottom of final bead-drop) approximately 3 3/4". 
 
 

 
 
The open space left between each bead-drop and down each row, felt harmonious, 
balanced and proportional with the size of the beads.    Each drop was short enough, that 
I did not feel the need to add any articulation or jointedness between beads/segments. 
 
I wanted to use Czech glass beads that had interesting shapes and finishes, such as the 
15mm angel wings in an amethyst/white color, or the 8mm round fire polish beads in the 
color new purple iris.     These would form the basic forms and structural shapes within 
the necklace.    To augment these, I used Japanese seed and delica beads with luster 
and metallic finishes to enhance the “richness” and “wealth appeal” of the Czech glass.   
In a similar way, I used Austrian crystal bicones (Series 5301) as accent beads, also to 
enhance the perceived richness and value of the piece.    
 
The boundary-line connecting the bottoms of each bead-drop in each captured bead-drop 
row, is made up of a mix of 11/0 round seed beads, 11/0 hex-cut seed beads, and 11/0 
delica beads.   These beads are actually different shapes and sizes.   I wanted to give the 
viewer a sense of the unexpected, within this otherwise symmetrical piece.   This is 
accomplished because these beads, because of their shapes and finishes, reflect the 
light back towards the viewer in different directions and with different intensities in a more 
random, thus less predictable, way.   
 
The choice of 8mm round fire polish beads for the bead-strand was important.   If I had 
used smaller (or larger) beads, there would have been too much competition between the 
bead strand, and the 3 captured bead-drop rows.    
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I used an odd-number of beads on the bead-strand – 37 – so that there would be a true 
center-point on the necklace. 
 
I strung and wove using FireLine cable thread.   I felt the FireLine could hold the weight 
without stretching, and would still provide a nice drapery and flow. 
 
I have a personal preference for simple hook and eye clasps.   These are user-friendly.  
They don’t compete with the beadwork.   They seem a natural part of the necklace circle.    
It is easy to make them adjustable with the addition of a short piece of chain. 
 
My color palette is rich and monochromatic, with a lot of variation in intensity (bright to 
dull).     Austrian crystal beads and gold metallic delicas and bronze cut seed beads add 
subtle points of light that both compete for and enhance the focus on the piece as a 
whole, without distraction. 
 
[The design, however, would work just as well with a multi-color palette.   I can picture the 
same piece done with flower cups or bell flowers, petals and leaves, varying all the colors 
of the rainbow or using a multi-color spring palette within the same piece.] 
 
There is both a symmetry as well as an asymmetry in the use of color and pattern.    The 
Czech glass is arranged in a tight ordered symmetry.    However, the seed beads and 
delicas appear randomly as a mix.    At the point the bead woven elements join the bead 
strung part, the boundary-lines of seed and delica beads curl around the fire polish beads 
in an unplanned, very naturalistic, way. 
 
I pictured this piece worn in a more formal setting.   I assumed that the unusual shapes 
and resulting shadows they would create, the open netting spaces, and the sparkles of 
Austrian crystal and gold, would allow the piece to be noticed from across the room, no 
matter what the lighting. 
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B.  Measurements 
 
 
Ask yourself these questions: 
What length and width necklace do I want to end up with?   How much length will my clasp 
assembly add to the piece? 
Can I anticipate any situation(s) within the piece, where I will need to delineate either an “odd” 
number of beads, or an “even” number? 
Where (what spacing) should I locate the jumping off points along the bead-strung strand? 
At what point should I begin the “vine” effect – beginning of the bead-strand, a little bit in from the 
ends of the bead-strand, or at the point where I begin the captured-bead-drop-rows? 
What size/shape open spaces do I want within the captured-bead-drop netting?   Therefore, my 
bead-drops have to be how long? 
As I continue down from the neck, what should my bead-count be for each beadwoven row, and 
between each bead-drop within that row, to accommodate the graduation of the size between the 
wearer’s neck and as the necklace continues down the chest? 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
C.  Sketching a Pattern 
 
For a project like this, it is easiest to lay out your beads (at least the larger ones) on a bead 
board, and then create a sketch or graph of the lay-out.  
 
For our project, we are going to prepare a graph or general sketch, first, of the bead-strand.    
Then next, prepare a supplementary graph or general sketch of the captured-bead-rows that 
shows the basic patterning. 
 
Do this so it makes sense for you.   There are no pre-set rules here. 
 
Assign symbols to each type of bead and component.     Locate the symbols in the order you 
want each bead/component to appear along the straight line of the necklace cord, as they would 
appear in your final necklace design.    
Alongside your sketch, don’t forget to include a key (a list of symbols and their meaning). 
 
[We’ll outline specific detailed step-by-step instructions for assembling the piece later on.   Here 
we want to get a general sense of the overall structure of the piece.    This will allow us to 
visualize the components as more generic elements, no matter what beads and other 
components we actually end up using in our piece.   For expediency, In our sketches below, we 
reference the actual parts we intend to use to make the pictured piece.] 
 
 
 
KEY 
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SKETCH: The STRAND and Its Patterning 
 
I like to show each “segment” or “section” of the necklace on separate lines as I write out the 
symbol-pattern.    See below. 
 
 
 
BEGIN: String on Size D FireLine cable thread 
 
CLASP + ( ) + DBG + 3o + 3o + 3o + DBG + 6o + DBG + 6o + DBM + 6o + DBM + 6o + DBM +  GF4 + … 
                                                                     Drop downs:                               DBG            DBG 
 
… DBM + 8o + DBM + 8o + DBM + 8o + DBM + 8o + DBM + 8o + … 
     DBG            DBG             DBG            DBG            DBG     
 
… DBM + 8o + DBM + 8o + DBM + 8o + DBM + 8o + DBM + 8o + … 
     DBG            DBG             DBG            DBG            DBG     
 
… DBM + 8o + DBM + 8o + DBM + 8o + DBM + 8o + DBM + 8o + … 
     DBG            DBG             DBG            DBG            DBG     
 
… DBM + 8o + DBM + 8o + DBM + 8o + DBM + 8o + DBM + 8o + … 
     DBG            DBG             DBG            DBG            DBG     
 
… DBM + 8o + DBM + 8o + DBM + 8o + DBM + 8o + DBM + 8o + … 
     DBG            DBG             DBG            DBG            DBG     
 
… DBM + 8o + DBM + 8o + DBM + 8o + DBM + 8o + DBM + … 
     DBG            DBG             DBG            DBG             DBG    
 
… GF4 + DBM + 6o + DBM + 6o + DBG + 6o + DBG + 3o + 3o + 3o + DBG + EYE + U + CHAIN 
                DBG             DBG 
 
END 
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SKTECH:  Adding The Vine 
 
The vine has two bead-woven rows to it.   The first row begins after the 2nd 6mm round fire polish 
bead, and ends before the 2nd to the last 6mm round fire polish bead. 
 
The second row begins after the first 8mm round fire polish beads, and ends with the next to the 
last 8mm round fire polish bead. 
 
 
BEGIN:  We begin our netting off the drop down beads – DBG (for the gold delicas color 
DB410) 
 
CLASP + ( ) + DBG + 3o + 3o + 3o + DBG + 6o + DBG + 6o + DBM + 6o + DBM + 6o + DBM +  GF4 + … 
                                                                     Drop downs:                               DBG            DBG 
 
 
 
The basic pattern for the first row of the vine is to go through the jumping off bead (from left side 
to right side),  
pick up 4 of the 11MIX, 
add 1 DBG (gold delica), 
pick up another 4 of the 11MIX, 
then go through the next DBG (gold delica) jumping off point bead. 
 
When we start off around the 6mm fire polish beads, we only are adding 5 of the 11MIX. 
We skip the next 6mm fire polish bead. 
When we get to the 4mm gold filled bead, we encircle it with the 5 of the 11MIX.  
 
Going around the 6mm fire polish beads: 
+ 3o + DBG + 6o + DBG + 6o + DBM + 6o + DBM + 6o + DBM + GF4 + DBM + 8o + DBM + …  
                                                    DBG            DBG            DBG                DBG            DBG    
                                                    5*11MIX                         5*11MIX      
 
 
Going around the 8mm fire polish beads: 
+ GF4 + DBM +         8o               +            DBM +     8o + DBM +                            8o  + DBM   + 
              DBG                                             DBG                 DBG                                         DBG 
 5*11MIX               UP                 4*11MIX + DBG + 4*11MIX              4*11MIX  + DBG + 4*11MIX      
 
 
 
The basic pattern for the 2nd row of the vine is similar.    We start after the first 8mm round fire 
polish bead, and stop before the last 8mm round fire polish bead. 
 
We add 5 of the 11MIX beads. 
Then we pass through the DBG (gold delica), which we will call the “joint picot” bead, from the 
vine Row 1. 
We add another 5 of the 11MIX beads. 
then go through the next DBG (gold delica) jumping off point bead. 
 
Adding the 2nd vine row: 
+  8o + DBM +                            8o  +   DBM   +                          8o  +  DBM  + 
            DBG                                           DBG                                         DBG 
                   4*11MIX + DBG + 4*11MIX        4*11MIX + DBG + 4*11MIX 
                511MIX  + UP + 5*11MIX      511MIX  + UP + 5*11MIX      
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END 



 
 
 
 
SKETCH:  Captured Bead-Drop Row 1 
 
From vine row: DBG                                                                                                             DBG 
  DBG                                                                                                             DBG 
    4v                                                                                                                 4v   
    8o                                                                                                                 8o   
  WING                                                                                                           WING     
   DBG + 5 MIX11 + DBG + 1 MIX11 + DBG + 1 MIX11 + DBG + 5 MIX11 + DBG 
 
 
 
 
SKETCH: Captured Bead-Drop Row 2 
 
From vine row: DBG                                                                                                             DBG 
  DBG                                                                                                             DBG 
    4v                                                                                                                 4v   
    8o                                                                                                                 8o   
  WING                                                                                                           WING     
   DBG + 6 MIX11 + DBG + 1 MIX11 + DBG + 1 MIX11 + DBG + 6 MIX11 + DBG 
 
 
 
SKETCH:  Captured Bead-Drop Row 3 
  
From vine row: DBG                                                                                                                                               DBG 
  DBG                                                                                                                                               DBG 
    4v                                                                                                                                                   4v   
    8o                                                                                                                                                   8o   
  WING                                                                                                                                             WING     
   DBG+4 MIX11+DBG+3 MIX11+DBG+1 MIX11+DBG+1 MIX11+DBG+3 MIX11+DBG+4 MIX11+DBG 
 
 
 
SKETCH:  Final Bead Drop 
 
From vine row: DBG                                                                 
  DBG                                                                                                                                                           
                            6v   
    8o                                                                      
  WING                                                                  
   DBG 
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Identify points of potential weakness, that will need reinforcing.  In this necklace, points of 
potential weakness include: 



The two ends of the cord or stringing material. 
Each connection between the top of the pendant drop and the jumping off point it is 
connected to. 

 
 
 
Identify how you want to secure the clasp. 

In this piece, since I use FireLine, I tie double-knots to each side of the clasp, and extend 
the short piece of chain, using a 20 gauge thick jump ring (18-ga would also work well 
here). 

 
 
 
 
 
D.  Selecting Materials 
 
- Thread or cable thread  (50 yards) 
- Beads to form the basic choker necklace 
- Beads to form each captured-pendant-drop 
- Seed beads and delicas 
- Clasp assembly, including clasp, eye-let, length of chain, and soldered and/or jump rings to 
make everything work 
- bead board (or other work surface) 
- Size #10 English beading needles (and have a size #12 English beading needle handy) 
- Bees wax 
- side cutters, chain nose pliers, round nose pliers, scissors 
- pen/pencil, paper, ruler 
 
 

For our example project, a 15” - -17 ½”” Etruscan Vine Necklace, we will be using the 
following materials: 
 
- FireLine, smoke gray, Size D cable thread  (50 yards) 
- 8mm Czech Glass fire polish round beads (new purple iris (29 for choker and 22 for 
captured-pendant-drops) 
- 6mm Czech Glass fire polish round beads (new purple iris) (8 beads) 
- 3mm Czech Glass fire polish round beads (new purple iris) (6 beads) 
- Miyuki 11/0 delicas (DB323 matte purple iris metallic, 5 grams) 
- Miyuki 11/0 seed beads (#466, gold luster purple iris, 10 grams) 
- Miyuki 11/0 seed beads (#614cut, bronze cut, 5 grams 

(MAKE A MIX OF THE 11/0-466 and 11/0-614cut 
- formula:  2 parts of 466 and 1 part of 614cut) 

- Miyuki 11/0 delicas (DB410, galvanized gold, 2 grams) 
- 15mm Czech Glass angel wings (amethyst/white color) (22 beads) 
- 4mm Austrian crystal bicones (Series 5301) in these colors (quantities) 
 -- smoky topaz (12) 
 -- tourmaline (3) 
 -- purple velvet (3) 
 -- crystal copper (3) 
- 6mm Austrian crystal bicones (series 5301) in crystal/copper (1 bead) 
- 4mm gold filled round bead  (2 beads) 
- gold-filled hook and eye clasp 
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- add 2 1/2” of gold-filled chain (with links of about 3mm openings) to “eye” of hook/eye 
clasp 



- 1 4mm gold filled soldered ring  (only needed if the clasp has an open ring extension 
from it, rather than a closed one) 
- 1 4mm interior diameter gold filled 20-gauge (or 18-gauge) jump ring 
- bead board, side cutters, chain nose pliers, round nose pliers, scissors, bees wax, size 
#10 English beading needles, size #12 English beading needle, paper and pencil, ruler 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
E.  Visualizing The Process 
 
Holding the piece.   I like to use the bead board to organize my piece and keep the beads and 
other components separated in compartments.   As I work on the Bead-Strand part of the piece, I 
try to keep all the components lined up on the board.   When I pick up the piece to work on it, I 
like to work close to the board itself, so I can keep things aligned.   I frequently return it to the 
bead board to be sure things remain aligned correctly. 
 
As I am bead weaving, I will have to lift the piece up a bit off the bead board.   Here, I work each 
section close on top of my forefingers and pinch with my thumb.   This gives me control. 
 
 
Points of weakness.   These are areas of your piece that will need reinforcement.    The clasp 
assembly will be the weakest link on this piece.   Another weak link will be the points at which the 
top of the pendant drop attached to the jumping off points from the previous row or section. 
 
 
In which direction do you want to work.  I like to work from the left side of the piece to the right 
side.     As I get to one end, I usually flip it over, so I keep working from left to right. 
 
 
Staging:  
In this necklace, I am going to stage the assembly in this order: 
1.  Attach the left side of the clasp assembly 
2.  Create the Bead-Strand, with jumping off points 
3.  Attach the right side of the clasp assembly  
4.  Finish bead stringing tasks 
5.  Add the wrap around vine 
6.  Create Captured Bead-Drop Row 1 
7.  Create Captured Bead-Drop Row 2 
8.  Create Captured Bead-Drop Row 3 
9.  Add final Bead-Drop 
10. Add length of gold-filled chain 
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Create a sample necklace with a 4” length of a bead-strand made up of the eleven 8mm fire 
polish round beads and delicas and seed beads, the “vine, and two captured bead-drop 
rows, say with 3 bead-drops in row 1, 3 bead-drops in row 2, 1 bead-drop in row 3, and 



then a final drop, to test out your “pattern”, and validate your “counting ideas”.   
This gives you a chance to pre-test your ideas and strategies, before barging into the full task. 
 
[NOTE: You can then cut off all the captured bead-drop rows, and use your bead-strand as a 
bracelet.] 
 

 
 
 
 
F.  Organizing Your Work Space 
 
Get your beads, stringing materials, bead board, tools, work surface, handy pen and paper, ruler, 
and the like, altogether in one place.     Lay out your beads on the bead board according to your 
sketches above. 
 
 
 
 
G.   Beginning Your Project:  The Basic Steps 
 
The instructions below are for making a 15 – 17 1/2” long woman’s necklace using FireLine cable 
thread 
 
BASIC STEPS: 
A.  Attach the left side of the clasp assembly 
B.  Create the Bead-Strand, with jumping off points 
C.  Attach the right side of the clasp assembly  
D.  Finish bead stringing tasks 
E.  Add the wrap around vine 
F.  Create Captured Bead-Drop Row 1 
G.  Create Captured Bead-Drop Row 2 
H.  Create Captured Bead-Drop Row 3 
I.  Add final Bead-Drop 
J.   Add length of gold-filled chain 
 
 
 
 
 
STEP A.  Attaching the Left Side of the Clasp Assembly 
 
Start with an arm-to-arm’s length of FireLine (about 6 feet).    [We typically work with this much 
thread at a time.] 
Thread this onto a size #10 English beading needle.   Leave about a 6” tail. 
Stick the needle into a work surface, or somewhere out of the way.    
 
Take the end of the FireLine (without the needle), and tie a double-knot to the largest piece in 
your clasp assembly.   In our case, it is the hook part.   If the hook part has a closed ring 
extension, then tie this double knot directly to it.   If not, attach the hook’s open ring to a 4mm 
round soldered ring.    Tie your double knot to the soldered ring.    Leave a 6” tail. 
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STEP B.  Creating the Bead-Strand, with Jumping Off Points 
 
String on your beads.   Refer to the Sketch above to see the correct order of beads and their 
placement. 
 
In any Bead Stringing Task, we typically go through all the beads three (3) times.    This will be 
true with this piece, as well.   It will be on that third pass-thru where we add the “jumping off point” 
beads. 
 
Bring the beads over the spine, and keep the tail off to the side.     
 
When you have finished with all the bead stringing tasks, you will string each tail onto the beading 
needle, and bring it through as many beads from each end as you can. 
 
In this order: 
1 gold delica 
3 3mm fire polish beads 
1 gold delica 
1 6mm fire polish bead 
1 gold delica 
1 6mm fire polish bead 
1 delica #323 
1 6mm fire polish bead 
1 delica #323 
1 6mm fire polish bead 
1 delica #323 
1 4mm gold filled bead 
1 delica #323 
1 8mm fire polish bead 
1 delica #323 
 

Repeat the 8mm fp/delica sequence 28 more times  (for a total of 29 8mm fire polish 
beads). 
 
Trace the other steps backwards (4mm gold filled thru 4 6mm fire polish thru 3 3mm fire 
polish and out a gold delica, so you are ready to attach the right side of the clasp 
assembly. 
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STEP C.  Attaching the Right Side of the Clasp Assembly 
 
Now we’re ready to attach the other side of the clasp.   We want to tie a double knot to the 
smaller component of the clasp assembly.  In our case, with the hook and eye clasp, the other 
side is a figure 8 part, with no open rings.   (If the rings were open, we would want to use a 4mm 
round soldered ring here). 
 
The trick here is to tie your knot, and maintain your thread tension.   You do not want to end up 
where the beads are loose on the string, and some thread is showing. 
 
So, 
Slip your soldered ring or figure 8 onto the thread, and bring it all the way down to your last bead. 
Pull on the thread to make sure there is no slack on the thread. 
Tie the first half of your double knot – basically, you go over and under and pull. 
Pull tight.   At this point, your knot is a slip knot, and you can maneuver your ring/figure 8 so it 
butts against the last bead, and there is no slack in your thread. 
Keep your beadwork on your work surface.  Don’t pull it up in the air.   Pulling it up in the air 
makes it harder to maintain your thread tension. 
Tie the second part of your double-knot – again, basically, you go over and under and pull.   Give 
your thread a tug. 
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STEP D.   Finishing the Bead Stringing Tasks  
 
Now you are going to take your needle/thread and work your way all the way back to the other 
side (hook side), coming out between the gold delica bead and the soldered ring connected to the 
open ring of the hook part (largest part) of your clasp. 
 
As you work your way back, it’s best to keep you strand of beads laying down on your work 
surface, and only lifting up that short area through which you are threading your needle. 
 
As you work your way back, you will be threading the needle through about 1-2” of beads, and 
then pulling the needle out.    And then threading the needle through the next 1-2” of beads, and 
so forth, until you come out the end.    EACH TIME you pull the needle/thread out, you want to 
give a tug on the thread, so that you leave no slack. 
 

 
 
Be careful not to skip a bead, while you are working your way back. 
 
Pull the needle/thread fully out between the gold delica bead and soldered ring (connected to the 
open ring of the hook).    Give a tug on the thread to get it tight and pull out any slack. 
 
Tie a double knot to the ring – basically over and under and pull, doing this twice.   Be sure to line 
up your new knot to the existing knot on the ring from our initial step above. 
 
 
 

ABOUT ADDING THREAD 
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When it looks like there is about 12” of thread left, I start to plan to tie it off and begin 
another thread. 
 
To tie off the old thread, I snag a thread-loop (the thread between any two beads) and tie 
a simple overhand knot.   I then , work my way backwards towards the direction I had 
come from through a few beads, snag another thread-loop and tie another knot, 
continuing to work backwards a little bit more, and then trim the thread as close to the 
exiting hole of the bead as possible. 
 
To add a new thread, I start back a few beads.   I snag a thread-loop, tie an overhand 
knot while leaving a 6” tail, and work my way up to where I want the thread to come out, 
and continue where I left off.    This is called Anchoring:  After you snag the thread-loop, 
you tie an overhand knot around the thread, in order to anchor your main thread to the 
piece. 
 
 
When I am finished with the project, I put a needle on the tail, and work my way back 
through some beads, before cutting off the tail.     

 
 
 
 
 
STEP E.  Adding Wrap-Around Vine 
 
Bring your needle and thread back through for the third pass towards the ring/figure 8 side.    
 
This time, however, we are only going to go through the first short segment of beads.    We will 
pull our needle/thread out of the delica color #323 which is comes after the 2nd 6mm fire polish 
bead.   Notice this is the first other-color delica after the gold delicas in the pattern.   Give a tug on 
the thread so there’s no slack. 
 
Be careful that you don’t snag the tail that is coming out near the hook.     We’ll deal with the tail 
later.   Right now it’s just one of those things that wants to get in the way. 
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Now, we’ll add the “jumping off point” bead.      
Add a gold delica bead and line it up parallel to the delica color #323.     
[You can use your needle to push the bead, to make sure it lines up correctly – side touching 
side.] 
Bring the thread up from the gold delica to the delica color #323 bead from closest to hook, and 
then go through this delica so you are coming out the end farthest from hook. 
Make another circle through these two delica beads – down through the gold and up and around 
through the delicas color #323.    Continue right through the next 6mm fire polish bead and the 
delica color #323 bead. 
 
We make a double circle through the two delica beads because this is a point of weakness in the 
piece, and needs reinforcing. 
 
Give a tug on the thread.  You want to have the two delica beads align tightly.   
 
Begin again.   Add the “jumping off point” bead.    Circle twice.   Head on towards the ring/figure 8  
side of the clasp assembly by going through the next regular bead and the next delica .     
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And so forth, until you come out the last delica color #323 bead nearest the ring side of the clasp 
(after you’ve passed through the 2nd 6mm fire polish bead in the pathway direction you are 
working on). 
 
Add your gold delica bead, make your circles, and be sure your needle/thread is exiting the gold 
delica from the side furthest from the ring/figure 8.    Thus you want to be pointing in the direction 
of the hook-side. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

The Two Vine Rows 
 
We are now going to add our vine.    Our vine consists of two rows joined by a center point. 
 
 
Vine Row #1: 
 
We begin our first vine row at points closer to both ends of the strand, than the 2nd vine row. 
 
Your thread is now exiting the first jumping-off-point gold delica bead going in the direction of the 
hook-side.    
 
Pick up 5 beads of your 11/0 Mix.     Continue in the same direction by going through the next 
gold jumping off point bead.   
 
Make a circle.   Up and back through the delica color #323, down and through the gold delica, 
exiting out the side closest to the hook.     
 
Continue towards the hook by going through the next 6mm fire polish bead and delica color #323. 
 
Now go up and snag the thread between the delica color #323 and the 4mm gold filled bead. 
 
Take your thread through the 6mm fire polish bead and the next delica color #323 bead.    Snag 
the thread loop, so you can reverse directions, and go back through the delica color #323 bead 
toward the 6mm fire polish bead and the ring/figure 8. 
 
Come down and through the gold delica bead, add 5 MIX11 beads, and through the next gold 
delica drop down bead on the other side of the 4mm gold filled round bead.   Make a circle. 
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Come out the gold delica, and go up and through the 8mm fire polish bead and the next delica 
color #323 bead.   Snag the thread loop, and double back through this delica.   Go down through 
the gold delica, and exit on the hook-side.  
 

Reversing Direction:  After you snag the thread-loop (that is, the thread between any two 
beads), you can double back with your needle and thread, to reverse direction on the 
same row. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Add 4 MIX11 beads, 1 gold delica and 4 more MIX11 beads.   Go through the next drop down 
gold delica bead.   Make a circle, exiting the gold delica bead again, towards the hook side.   Add 
4 MIX11, 1 gold delica and 4 MIX11 beads.     
 
And continue this pattern until you get to the last 8mm fire polish bead. 
 
Then you’ll follow the beginning steps in reverse from this point through the 2nd 6mm fire polish 
bead. 
 
NOTE:  When you skip a bead, around which you put a netted loop of beads, you will need to 
snag a thread to reverse direction as you prepare to start your next netted loop of beads.    If you 
do not skip a bead, then you do not have to worry about reversing directions. 
 
NOTE:  As you continue to add this vine row, the fire polish beads on the main strand will turn, 
thus causing the vine row to twist around the strand.   While it gets a little tricky continuing with 
your needle and thread work, you want this twisting to happen. 
 
 
 
 
Vine Row #2: 
 
You have put on your last netted loop of 5 MIX11 beads around the 2nd 6mm fire polish bead after 
the 4mm gold filled bead.     You make your circle thru the gold delica, up and back through the 
delica color #323, down and forward thru the gold delica, again up and back through the delica 
color #323.   The direction of your thread should be facing the ring/figure 8 end. 
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You are now positioned to begin the 2nd vine row. 
 

 
 
Work your way back towards the ring/figure 8 side, so that your thread is coming out of the first 
8mm fire polish bead. 
 
Then go down and pass through the gold delica bead.    

 
 

 
From this point, we are basically going to add 5 of MIX11, go through the next gold delica, add 5 
more of the MIX11, go through the next gold delica, and so forth, until we reach the last 8mm fire 
polish bead nearest the hook-side. 
 
We will not be making any circle movements around the 2 stacked delicas, on this pass through. 
 
NOTE:  Each time you come out the next gold delica bead, give the thread a good tug.   You want 
to lock the beads in place and keep good thread tension. 
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Your thread is not coming out the gold delica bead in the direction of the last 8mm fire polish 
bead and the ring/figure 8.     
 
You want to snag the thread-loop above, tie an overhand knot, and come back through the delica 
color #232 bead towards the hook side. 
 
 
Now is a good time to sew in (or trim off) any tails you have sticking out along the bead-strand. 
 
And then we’ll begin adding the captured bead-drop rows. 
 
 
 
 
STEP F.  Creating Captured Bead-Drop Row 1 
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So, we’re beginning at this point: 

 
 
 
First, get set in your mind where each drop should go.    
 
In this first captured bead-drop row, we will be creating 11 drops.     
 
The drops will be locate under the center picot bead under the 5th, 7th, 9th, 11th, 13th, 15th, 17th, 
19th, 21st, 23rd, and 25th 8mm fire polish beads along the bead-strand. 
 
Then, set up your color scheme for the 4mm Austrian crystal bicones that top each bead-drop. 
 
In our example project, we will set this color scheme as follows: 
 
5th – smoky topaz 
7th – crystal/copper 
9th – smoky topaz 
11th – purple velvet 
13th – smoky topaz 
15th - tourmaline 
17th – smoky topaz 
19th - tourmaline 
21st – smoky topaz 
23rd – crystal/copper 
25th – smoky topaz 
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Again, your thread is now coming out the delica color #323 bead after the first 8mm fire polish 
bead.    Continue to thread through the next 8mm bead, then delica color #323, and so forth until 
you are coming out of the 4th 8mm fire polish bead.  Continue through the next delica color #323.   
Then, move down and back through the gold delica (towards the ring/figure 8). 
 
We need to reverse direction here.  So, snag the thread between the gold delica and the bead to 
the left of it.    Return through the gold delica (towards the hook side). 
 
Continue down one of the netting loop legs (one leg has 4 MIX11 beads and the other has 5 
MIX11 beads), and out the gold joining picot bead, in the direction of the hook side. 
 
 
[NOTE:  For rows 2 and 3, you’ll be picking up the instructions from here:] 
 
Add a gold delica bead to the thread, and bring it up side by side to the other gold delica. 
Go up and back through the top gold delica, and down and through the bottom gold delica.   
Make one more reinforcing circle around these two beads, coming out the bottom delica in the 
direction of the ring/figure 8 side. 
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Add 1 Austrian crystal 4mm bicone according to your color scheme above.   With our example, 
this will be a smoky topaz color.    Add an 8mm fire polish bead.   Add the angle wing (wings up).   
Add a gold delica bead.  
 
The gold delica bead will function as a stop bead.   Turn it on its side, and take the thread back 
up into the angel wing, the 8mm fire polish bead, the Austrian crystal bicone  
 
If you hold onto the stop bead (gold delica) and/or the angel wing, and pull on the thread, you can 
maneuver the drop and pull it up flush to the gold delica bead at the top of the drop and just 
below the joint picot bead (a gold delica as well). 
 
Enter the top gold delica bead from the opposite side from where you exited to begin making your 
drop.    [Thus, you exited originally on the ring/figure8 side, so you want to re-enter it from the 
hook side.] 
 
Circle around the two gold delica beads (top of bead-drop with the joint picot bead of the netting). 
 
Continue on towards the hook side, along the netting legs, to position yourself below the 7th 8mm 
fire polish bead.  You want to be coming out of the joint picot gold delica bead that is centered 
under the 7th 8mm fire polish bead.    You will be heading towards the hook side, at this point. 
 
[NOTE: For rows 2 and 3, you will continue down the boundary-line of seed beads and 
delicas until you come to the next gold delica stop bead under the next bead-drop.    
Continue taking your thread through this gold delica, coming out the hook side of this 
bead.    And begin the pattern for adding bead-drops again.] 
 
 
Repeat this pattern across the necklace, everywhere you want to add a bead-drop: 
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Add a gold delica bead to the thread, and bring it up side by side to the other 
gold delica. 
Go up and back through the top gold delica, and down and through the bottom 



gold delica.   Make one more reinforcing circle around these two beads, coming 
out the bottom delica in the direction of the ring/figure 8 side. 
Add 1 Austrian crystal 4mm bicone according to your color scheme above.   With 
our example, this will be a smoky topaz color.    Add an 8mm fire polish bead.   
Add the angle wing (wings up).   Add a gold delica bead.  
 
The gold delica bead will function as a stop bead.   Turn it on its side, and take 
the thread back up into the angel wing, the 8mm fire polish bead, the Austrian 
crystal bicone  
If you hold onto the stop bead (gold delica) and pull on the thread, you can 
maneuver the drop and pull it up flush to the gold delica bead at the top of the 
drop and just below the joint picot bead (a gold delica as well). 
Enter the top gold delica bead from the opposite side from where you exited to 
begin making your drop.    [Thus, you exited originally on the ring/figure8 side, so 
you want to re-enter it from the hook side.] 
Circle around the two gold delica beads (top of bead-drop with the joint picot 
bead of the netting). 
Continue on towards the hook side, along the netting legs, (or for rows 2 and 3, 
along the boundary-line of seedbeads and delicas),  position yourself below 
the 7th 8mm fire polish bead.  You want to be coming out of the joint picot gold 
delica bead that is centered under the 7th 8mm fire polish bead.    You will be 
heading towards the hook side, at this point. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Add your 11th bead-drop to the row, double back up to the joint picot delica bead in the vine row.    
Make your reinforcing circle between the two gold delica beads.    
 
Position your thread so that it is coming out of the bottom gold delica bead in the direction of the 
ring/figure 8. 
 
 
 

 
 
Make a third pass downward through the drop.   Exit the stop bead from the hook side towards 
the ring side.   The direction of your thread is toward the ring side. 
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We are now going to create the boundary-line of seedbeads and delicas. 



[When you are ready to create the boundary-line of seed beads and delicas for rows 2 or 3, 
follow the row 2 or 3 pattern, rather than the row 1 pattern, for this boundary-line of seed 
beads and delicas.] 
 
 
Add 5 MIX11 beads. 
Add 1 gold delica. 
Add 1 MIX11 bead 
Add 1 gold delica 
Add 1 MIX 11 bead 
Add 1 gold delica 
Add 5 MIX11 beads. 
 
Take your thread through the next gold delica stop bead (from hook side towards ring/figure 8 
side).  Give your thread a nice tug. 
 
And begin the pattern above again, until you’ve taken your thread through the last stop bead in 
this captured bead-drop row #1. 
 
 
At this point, we’re going to finish off this row and execute a turn-around. 
 
Your needle/thread is coming out of the ring/figure 8 side of the gold delica at the bottom of your 
drop.   Take your thread up the drop, going through the angel wing, the 8mm fire polish bead, and 
the 4mm Austrian crystal bead.    Pull the thread tight so that you don’t have any slack on the 
boundary-line (with the horizontal row of seed beads and delicas). 
 
Snag the thread between the 4mm Austrian crystal bead and the top gold delica, and tie an 
overhand knot. 
 
Then bring your thread back down through the 4mm Austrian crystal, the 8mm fire polish, and the 
angel wing bead.    
 
Bring your needle/thread into the gold delica at the bottom of your drop, towards the direction you 
want to go next.    In this case, we are going from the ring/figure 8 side towards the hook side. 
 
Our second captured bead-drop row begins under the 9th 8mm fire polish bead (or third bead-
drop in).    Take your needle/thread to that point, coming out the hook-side of the bottom gold 
delica of the third bead-drop. 
 
 
 
 
STEP G.  Creating Captured Bead-Drop Row 2 
 
First, get set in your mind where each drop should go.    
 
In this second captured bead-drop row, we will be creating 7 drops.     
 
The drops will be locate under the center picot bead under the 9th, 11th, 13th, 15th, 17th, 19th, and 
21st 8mm fire polish beads along the bead-strand. 
 
Then, set up your color scheme for the 4mm Austrian crystal bicones that top each bead-drop. 
 
In our example project, we will set this color scheme as follows: 
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9th – smoky topaz 
11th – crystal/copper 
13th – smoky topaz 
15th - tourmaline 
17th – smoky topaz 
19th – purple velvet 
21st – smoky topaz 
 
Notice that the boundary-line of beads connecting the bottoms of all the bead-drops in this row 
consists of this pattern: 
 
6 MIX11 +  
1 gold delica +  
1 MIX11 +  
1 gold delica +  
1 MIX11 +  
1 gold delica +  
6 MIX11 
 
for a total of 17 beads. 
 
Follow the same construction steps (STEP F.) as you did for the captured bead-drop row 1 
above. 
 
Your directional cues – towards the ring/figure 8 side and towards the hook side – will 
change. 
 
When you are ready to create the boundary-line of seed beads and delicas, follow the row 
2 pattern, rather than the row 1 pattern, for these beads.  
 
 
 
STEP H.  Creating Captured Bead-Drop Row 3 
 
First, get set in your mind where each drop should go.    
 
In this third captured bead-drop row, we will be creating 3 drops.     
 
The drops will be locate under the center picot bead under the 13th, 15th and 17th 8mm fire polish 
beads along the bead-strand. 
 
Then, set up your color scheme for the 4mm Austrian crystal bicones that top each bead-drop. 
 
In our example project, we will set this color scheme as follows: 
 
13th – smoky topaz 
15th – purple velvet 
17th – smoky topaz 
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Notice that the boundary-line of beads connecting the bottoms of all the bead-drops in this row 
consists of this pattern: 
 
4 MIX11 +  
1 gold delica +  
3 MIX11 +  
1 gold delica +  
1 MIX11 +  
1 gold delica +  
1 MIX11 +  
1 gold delica + 
3 MIX11 + 
1 gold delica + 
4 MIX11  
 
for a total of 21 beads. 
 
 
Follow the same construction steps (STEP F.) as you did for the captured bead-drop row 1 
above. 
 
Your directional cues – towards the ring/figure 8 side and towards the hook side – will 
remain the same as row 1. 
 
When you are ready to create the boundary-line of seed beads and delicas, follow the row 
3 pattern, rather than the row 1 pattern, for these beads.  
 
 
 
 
STEP I.  Adding Final Bead-Drop 
 
First, get set in your mind where this final bead-drop should go.    
 
This final drop will be located under the center picot bead under the 15th 8mm fire polish beads 
along the bead-strand. 
 
Instead of a 4mm Austrian crystal bead, we will use a larger 6mm Austrian crystal bicone in this 
bead-drop. 
 
In our example project, we will set the color of this Austrian Crystal bicone as crystal/copper. 
 
 
Your thread should be coming out the bottom gold delica stop bead of the last bead-drop in row 
3.   Be sure your needle/thread is facing in the direction towards the middle of the necklace.    If 
not, snag a thread, and maneuver your needle/thread accordingly. 
 
Bring your thread out to the gold delica stop bead on the bottom of the middle-point bead (under 
the 15th 8mm fire polish bead).  
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Create another bead drop.    Go down,   Come back up.     Snag a thread between the 6mm 
Austrian crystal bicone and the gold delica bead.    Tie a double knot.    Bring your thread up 
through the next gold delica above it.    Make a couple of circles.    Bring your thread up through 
the bead-drop in row 3.    Snag the thread between the 4mm Austrian crystal and the gold delica 
above it.   Tie a knot.   Bring the thread back down through the 4mm Austrian crystal and the 
8mm fire polish bead.     



 
Trim the thread at this point. 
 
 
 
 
STEP J.  Adding Length of Chain 
 
 
One last step. 
 
Add a 2 1/2" length of chain to the ring/figure 8 part of the clasp assembly, using a 20-gauge or 
18-gauge 4mm jump ring.    The links of the chain should be large enough so that the hook of the 
clasp can link to it. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
H.  Dealing with Contingencies – Things that may happen 
 
Thread not exiting a bead in the correct direction you want it to go. 

Reversing Direction:  Another thing you can do, after you snag the thread-loop, is double 
back with your needle and thread, to reverse direction on the same row. 

 
 
Piece Not Laying/Draping Flat Enough 

The problem here most likely is the result of incorrect widths of the segments in the 
boundary-lines that delineate each captured bead-drop row.     One boundary-line might 
be the problem.   More than one might be.    
 
Hold the necklace around a neck and chest form, or on a real person, and see if the 
boundary-lines are too tight.    
 
You will have to do some recalculation of the spacing your want, and re-do this section of 
the piece. 
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Slack on Thread with Bead-Strand 
Since you have gone back and forth through the bead-strand section of the piece so 
many times, it’s unlikely there will be slack.   But if there is, anchor and then run another 
thread all the way across, and tie it off on the other end. 

 
 
Slack on Thread with Netting Boundary-Line of seed beads and delicas under each 
captured bead row 
 

If you catch this at the point where you are about to start the next captured bead-drop 
row down, then you can take your needle and thread across this whole boundary-line of 
beads.  Go all the way through the last gold delica bead, snag your thread, and reverse 
direction.   Go all the way back to the beginning of this row, go up through the drop and 
through the 4mm Austrian crystal bead, give a pull on the thread to make sure there is no 
slack, snag the thread between this 4mm crystal bead and the gold delica above it, tie a 
knot, return down through the drop, and enter the bottom gold delica heading in the 
direction you want to go next. 
 
If the “old” thread bunches up between two beads, while you do this, then you can cut 
this off, or use a bic lighter and melt it off. 
 
If you catch this problem when you are all done, you can anchor a new thread at one end 
of the boundary-line, and follow the instructions above. 

 
 
You Crack a Bead 

If you are having difficulty pushing your needle through the bead, particularly the small 
delica or seed beads, then switch to the thinner size #12 English beading needle. 
 
If a delica or seed bead cracks on you, you can either ignore it, cut up your work back to 
that point and start again, or sew in another one, anchoring it tightly to the beads around 
it so that it looks like it was not sewn in. 

 
Length of Necklace Too Short or Too Long 
 
Too Long:  There’s not a great fix here.     One less-than-perfect thing you can do is to anchor a 
thread back a few inches from the end of the bead strand, and bring it to the point of the strand 
where you would like to have had the hook part of the clasp located.   Tie off a hook here.   
Remove the original hook. 
Too Short:   Add longer length of chain 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I.  Finishing Touches 
 
I1.  Signature bead or embellishment 
I think it is always a good idea to use a signature bead in your projects.   This might be a unique 
bead added near the beginning or end of the piece, or an engraved tag added as part of the clasp 
assembly.    You want your signature bead to identify the piece as your own, but you don’t want 
your signature bead to compete with or detract from your piece. 
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The general structure of this Etruscan Vine Necklace has been created by Warren Feld.   
However, when your personalize this pattern in any way – choice of beads, choice of patterns, 
choice of lay-out,  choice of stringing material, choice of clasp, choice of color scheme  – you add 
your own touches, and the piece deserves your signature. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
WARREN FELD 
www.warrenfeldjewelry.com  
Jewelry Designer 
 
Director, Center for Beadwork & Jewelry Arts (www.landofodds.com/beadschool ) and 
www.LearnToBead.net 
 
Owner, Land of Odds (www.landofodds.com ) and Be Dazzled Beads 
(www.bedazzledbeads.com) 
 
For Warren Feld, Jewelry Designer, beading and jewelry making endeavors have been wonderful 
adventures. These adventures, over the past 25 years, have taken Warren from the basics of 
bead stringing and bead weaving, to wire working and silver smithing, and onward to more 
complex jewelry designs which build on the strengths of a full range of technical skills and 
experiences. 
 
 
All jewelry, artworks, images, designs, copy, Copyright 2008 Warren Feld.  
All rights reserved. Warren Feld Studio 
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